CNIC AFLOAT RECREATION AND FITNESS PROGRAM

PORT VISIT RESOURCES
Ports visits are by far one of the most exciting (and stressful) evolutions to prepare for
on a ship. The purpose of this guide is to provide examples of effective resources that have
been used on ships and to inspire ideas for new formats. Several working documents are
included in separate attachments located on the CNIC Deployed Forces Support website. Use
what works for you. This is a sampling – remember – you are limited only by your creativity!
The following Working Documents (WD) are included:
WD 01 (A, B & C) TOUR PRICE CONVERSION AND BUDGET FORM
WD 02
TOUR BROCHURE TEMPLATE
WD 03
TOUR REQUEST FORM
WD 04
TOUR CHAPERONE DUTIES
WD 05A
TOUR TALLY SHEET
WD 05B
TOUR ROSTER LISTS
WD 06A
HOTEL RESERVATION REQUEST FORM
WD 06B
HOTEL REQUEST PLACE IN LINE
WD 07A
TOUR SUMMARY SHEET
WD 07B
TOUR SUMMARY SHEET WITH CHAPERONES

PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
Prior to deployment the Recreation Services Officer (RSO) and/or Fun Boss should gather as much information
as possible regarding port visits; always keep OPSEC in mind. Typically you can look at historical data for port
visits and get an idea on how to begin compiling budgets, tour lists, etc. Keep in mind this information is not
current and obviously will change slightly – but it is a place to start.
If there is an installation MWR at the port, then most likely all tours/activities will be booked through them.
MWR will either have a contract with a tour company or will conduct the tours themselves. At some locations,
USO handles part or all of the tours; this applies mostly in Naples and United Arab Emirates. For locations
that do not have MWR or USO, the Tour Provider point of contact (POC) will be provided by the Husbanding
Agent or through the Foreign Area Clearance Guide referenced in CNICINST 1710.5 Chapter 1 Section 2.c..
The best way to ensure a well prepared port call is executed; contact the MWR Deployed Forces Support
Coordinator (DFSC), MWR Community Recreation Program, Husbanding Agent or port call POC through
Logistics Requirements (LOGREQ). The LOGREQ is used to request the services or logistics support the ship
requires prior to arrival. Ensure the LOGREQ originator knows to contact the RSO and Fun Boss for input
before sending the ship’s LOGREQ and after receiving a reply. The Tour Provider POC should be in the
LOGREQ reply and information should be provided to the RSO and Fun Boss as soon as possible. It is
IMPERATIVE the RSO and Fun Boss be included in this informational loop. Ultimately the important thing to
remember is the Tour Provider MUST be vetted through the proper channels.
As soon as the RSO and Fun Boss receive the Tour Provider contact, there needs to be a quick turnaround of
information to compile the budget, tour brochure, registration form, etc.

YOU HAVE THE TOUR POC…NOW WHAT?

As soon as you are able to initiate contact with the Tour Provider, be sure the tour information they
provide includes the following:
o Names of Tours Available
o Day(s) Tours are Available
o Cost Per Person or Cost Per Bus
o Minimum/Maximum Personnel for each tour
o Tour Departure & Return Times and Location(s)
o Any special certifications or clothing requirements?
o Any additional activities you want based on crew preferences?
 Spa Days (for females and males)
 Golf (if it’s not included)
 Horseback Riding
 Deep Sea Fishing
 Snorkeling
 Other?
Once you have the tour list you can begin to compile information and begin producing supplemental
documents.
Talk with the Chain of Command (COC) and Recreation Fund Custodian (RFC) regarding how much (if
any) trips and tours can be subsidized based on budget. If you cannot offer all of the tours, choose the
most popular trips/tours to offer the crew based on crew preference and budget constraints.
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
CONTRACTS

Refer to CNICINST 1710.5 for guidance regarding NAF Procurement Authority and Port Visit Contracts.
o Chapter 6, Paragraph 3. NAF Procurement Authority.
o Chapter 6, Paragraph 12. Contracts.

MARKETING & SELLING TRIPS / TOURS
How will you get the word out to the crew? Identify your intent before generating documents so the
components work toward your goal.
o PowerPoint brief on SiteTV
o Email that includes the tour list, when tour sales will begin, and the process to purchase tours
o Flyers
o Plan of the Day (POD)
Start to advertise for available trips/tours as soon as the COC authorizes it.
Set up time and location where trips/tours will be sold. Be sure to include times to accommodate all
duty sections.
Sell trips/tours for as long as possible before the port visit; ideally at least one week if operational
commitments allow and gives enough time to sell before the Tour Provider needs the numbers.
Establish a firm last day to buy date.
Ensure an organized and detailed roster is maintained for each trip/tour/day.
Establish and advertise trip/tour guideline policies. For example: refund policy, no show policy, dress
code, alcohol policy, chaperone policy (see Section 4, WD 04).
o A sample refund policy could look like the following:
 In the event of tour cancellation by MWR, the tour price will be refunded. If a tour is
missed due to illness, you must have something signed by Medical. If a tour is missed
due to a duty/shift change, you must have something SIGNED BY YOUR LCPO/DIVO to
receive a refund. Refund requests must be submitted to MWR, along with proper
paperwork, NO LATER THAN [Time] on [Date NLT two weeks after port visit]. Any
requests received after this time will not be accepted. If you are aware you cannot
attend a tour for medical or operational reasons before the ship pulls in, please notify
MWR. Thank you for your cooperation.
If timing allows, and depending on local MWR, USO or Tour Operator requirements, provide final tour
numbers five days prior to the port visit. Be aware local MWR, USO or Tour Operators may require
the final numbers to be sent sooner than five days out. The sales timeframe may have to be adjusted.
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
Section 1. TOUR PRICE CONVERSION AND BUDGET
WD 01A. TOUR PRICE CONVERSION AND BUDGET FORM – PRICE CONVERSION SHEET
Using WD 01A, determine pricing for each tour.

Enter the per person cost based on whatever currency form is provided by the Tour Vendor (i.e. Euro,
British Pound, US Dollar, etc.).
o If tour pricing is given by bus versus by person, then you need to determine the per person
cost. See the following example:
 London Direct Full Day Tour = (Qty. 1) 49 pax at 810 British Pound per day.
 810 GBP divided by 49 pax = 16.53 GBP per person.
 Enter 16.53 in the Per Person Tour Cost from Vendor column.
Enter the conversion rate which corresponds to the currency form provided.
o www.oanda.com is a website providing current conversion rates
o www.xe.com is a website providing current conversion rates
o When determining conversion rates from the website, be sure you have the conversion going
the correct direction in the formula (i.e. Euro to USD versus USD to Euro). Convert “1”
corresponding foreign currency to USD.
o Once you have entered the conversion rate, the formulas will automatically calculate the Cost
in USD as well as the pre-determined subsidies.
o If tour prices are provided in US Dollars, then fill in the price in the Per Person Tour Cost from
Vendor column and put “1” in the Conversion Rate column.
Enter the price you will sell the tour. This allows you to round numbers up or down to whole
numbers. If you are able to subsidize tours, once you enter an amount, the Custom % will
automatically calculate so you can see if you’re within budget range requirements.
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
WD 01B. TOUR PRICE CONVERSION AND BUDGET FORM – TOUR BUDGET SHEET

Using WD 01B, determine your budget for the port visit by inserting maximum quantities and chaperone
costs.
The items highlighted in BLUE can be changed. Once you fill in the Tour Names on WD 01A, it will
automatically fill in the Tour Names for WD 01B. The same holds true for the other areas highlighted
in BLUE on WD 01A.
Put the cost the tour chaperone is responsible for.
o If you can offer tours for chaperones for free, then put zero.
o If you subsidize chaperone tours more than the typical subsidized amount, then put that
amount.
o If you cannot subsidize tours for anyone, then put the total cost of the tour.
Maximum QTY Per Tour, Be sure to account for the total numbers of days available.
o i.e. For one tour, you budget for two buses (with two chaperones for each bus) that can carry
54 pax each for the three days of the port visit.
 54 pax – 2 chaperones for the bus = 52 pax
 52 pax X 2 buses each day = 104 pax
 104 pax X 3 days in port = MAX QTY 312 personnel for that tour during the port visit.
 In the chaperone column you would put 2 chaperones per bus x 2 buses per day = 4
chaperones per day X 3 days = 12 chaperones for that tour during the port visit.
Total Budgeted MWR Cost may vary due to conversion decimal and partial bus occupancy.
o i.e. If you're getting charged by bus, but you send a bus that is not full, then your Total
Budgeted MWR Cost will be more because you have not received the income for those
unoccupied spaces.
Be sure the subsidy percentage and maximums for each tour fall within approved budget guidelines.
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
WD 01C. TOUR PRICE CONVERSION AND BUDGET FORM – TOUR BUDGET-ACTUAL SHEET

Using WD 01C, you can compare what you budgeted for a port visit versus actual costs. This sheet can also be
printed if the COC asks for a brief following the port visit.
The items highlighted in BLUE can be changed. The Tour Name, Total Budgeted Cost, Budgeted
Income, and Budgeted MWR Subsidy will auto-fill from WD 01A and WD 01B.
Fill in the Actual Cost and Actual Income columns.
Miscellaneous costs or income can be added in the Miscellaneous row. (i.e. 2% additional charge if
you pay by card; entertainment costs such as DJ, etc. for the pier)
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
Section 2. TOUR LIST/BROCHURE

Once you have determined pricing, then it is time to put together the tour list that will be distributed to crew
members.
Compile the tour data and begin generating the tour document/brochure. Be sure to include the
following for each tour:
o Tour Name
o Tour Description
o Pictures of the tour - typically included with the packet sent from the Tour Provider. If not,
you may need to pull some images from online. (Be sure any image you pull from online is
actually part of the tour.)
o Cost to the Sailor/Marine – if you are subsidizing, be sure it reflects the final price to the Sailor
or Marine. This will be the price determined after the price conversion, etc.
o Days Available - be careful of putting actual dates. You may want to use Day 1, Day 2, etc. if
Day 1 is the day the ship pulls in. Be sure this is clear in the documentation. Otherwise, put
the day of the week, month and day [#] but exclude the year.
o What time do they need to muster ON THE PIER; not to be confused with mustering ON THE
SHIP, especially if there are water taxis?
o What time does the trip depart from and return to the pier?
o What is the minimum headcount to send the tour?
o What is the maximum headcount for the tour?
 Any notes that need to be reinforced? Any specialized clothing required?
Recommended dress code? Any certification needed? Is cash needed for a specific
tour?
 If gear is being rented (i.e. ski boots, jackets, etc.), be sure to gather the necessary
information (sizes) when participants sign up and pay for the tour. This will minimize
time trying to track crew members down later.
The key to a successful tour list/brochure is to ensure the information provided is comprehensive and
accurate. This should minimize questions. Following is an example for one tour:
o

o

PowerPoint – If you provide a brief for SiteTV, then this
works two-fold.
 1) Generate the tour list with one tour per slide and it
can cycle through on SiteTV.
 2) Save it as a PDF, then it can be used as the
document provided to the crew.
MS Publisher/PDF – Not everyone has ready access to a
computer so consolidating the information and saving it as
a PDF is helpful if copies need to be printed.
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
WD 02. TOUR BROCHURE TEMPLATE

WD 02 is provided as a tool to generate the tour list. Several slide layouts are available. Open a new file in
PowerPoint. To insert a new or duplicate slide, right-click in the left pane and select New Slide; then select
Layout and choose the configuration to use. Different layouts may be chosen for each page or use one layout
for consistency. After a layout is selected, customize the page if you do not like the presets (font size, color,
etc.).
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
Section 3. TOUR REQUEST
WD 03. TOUR REQUEST FORM

WD 03 is used like an invoice. Crew members complete the form and bring two copies down to MWR to
purchase their tour. Once the payment is made, MWR keeps a stamped/signed copy and the crew member
keeps a stamped/signed copy for their records. NOTE: This helps to verify what tour the crew member signed
up for in case there is a question or dispute later.
Be sure to put the last five digits of the Navy Cash card used for payment on the Tour Request
Form. This helps identify the transaction on the Navy Cash report. Any refund processed should
go to the owner whose Navy Cash card was used to purchase the tour.
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
Section 4. WD 04 CHAPERONE DUTIES

There are typically not enough MWR Staff or Recreation Advisory Board (RAB) members to staff all the tours
offered during a port visit so MWR relies on volunteers to chaperone. In some cases, the senior person on the
tour gets the job. In other instances, MWR offers special benefits/pricing for those willing to help out.
Regardless, it is an important role to fill as the chaperone is the Navy and MWR’s representative for the tour.
Below is a sample chaperone policy used by one ship.
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
Section 5. TRACKING TOUR SALES TO PREVENT OVERBOOKING.

Ships use different methods for tracking tour sales to prevent overbooking. Following are some examples.

WD 05A. TOUR TALLY SHEET. WD 05A is one way for cashiers to ensure they do not oversell a tour. If

there are multiple cashiers selling tickets at the same time, then they need to work from one sheet so as not
to overbook a tour for a particular day. Below is an example. The numbers shaded in yellow denote the
minimum needed to send the tour. This number will vary for each tour and location.
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
WD 05B. PRE-PRINTED TOUR ROSTER LISTS.

Another option for ensuring a tour is not oversold is to provide pre-printed tour lists for each tour. Again, if
there is more than one cashier selling tours, then you must devise a way to track entries simultaneously so as
not to overbook.
The total number of spaces available will
depend on the number of seats per bus or
will be provided as the Maximum by the Tour
Provider.
The sample file provided can be tailored
to your needs. Remember to have one list per
tour per day and confirm the amount of
spaces matches the bus capacity or Maximum
provided by the Tour Provider.

PRINT SERIALIZED TICKETS. If the ship’s Media Department can print serialized tickets, then this is the
easiest method. If not, serialized tickets may be accomplished by using the Mail Merge option in MS Word
and the Business Card size template.
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
Section 6. HOTELS
Hotel Sales necessary? Responsibility for hotel reservations differ depending on location. Check with
the proper local authority regarding the policy. Instances where MWR takes payment for hotel rooms
is limited and should only happen when required due to local policy.
o Per 5th Fleet Policy, hotel sales in Bahrain MUST go through NGIS.
o Per 5th Fleet Policy, hotel sales in Dubai MUST go through USO.
Refer to CNICINST 1710.5 for policy on hotels when determining Hotel Refunds. It is imperative
commands have an understanding of this policy with relation to booking hotels and refunds.
o CNICINST 1710.5 Chapter 4, Paragraph 8.c.1.
o CNICINST 1710.5 Chapter 3, Paragraph 14.r.

WD 06A. HOTEL RESERVATION REQUEST FORM.

WD 06A, shown below, is geared towards hotel reservations in Dubai, but can easily be modified to work for
any port visit where hotel reservations are handled through the ship.
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
WD 06B. PLACE IN LINE.
If MWR has a hotel block(s) - Instead of crew members waiting in line while their information gets
typed into the hotel block, they can bring down the appropriate documents and maintain their place
in the paper line by using WD 06B without having to wait for hours.
o Get two folders (one for E7 & Above and one for E1-E6). As crew members come down to turn
in their hotel request, the MWR representative checks to verify that the information is
complete. If not, then tell the crew member what needs to be fixed and tell them to come
back. [NOTE: Liberty Buddies/Liberty Groups must turn in ALL paperwork together so they
may be placed in the same hotel.] If the information is correct and complete, identify their
place in line using WD 06B. Now they can return to work and don’t have to worry about
missing out on rooms. The MWR representative updating the hotel block can enter one E7 &
Above paperwork group, then one E1-E6 paperwork group at a time to ensure fair distribution
of the rooms.

As the hotel block is updated and receipts are printed, emails can be sent to the
corresponding personnel telling them to come down within 24-48 hours (whatever your
timeline permits) of the time of the email to pay for their room. Ensure they understand that
if they fail to come down and pay that they will lose their reservation and it will be cancelled.
o Once the crew member(s) come down to pay and the transaction is complete, stamp two
copies of the receipt (one copy for MWR and one copy for the crew member). Have these
receipts available on the pier once the ship arrives in port in case questions or disputes occur.
o The scenario where MWR pays for hotel rooms is typically extremely limited (Dubai). It is
important to reconcile the lists of who has paid so that the list provided to the appropriate
vendor(s) is correct.
In some cases, (i.e. Bahrain), NGIS and MWR facilitate reservations but payment is made by the crew
member directly to the hotel. The crew member must understand they are responsible for any fees
incurred due to damage or schedule changes. Again, refer to CNICINST 1710.5 Chapter 4, Paragraph
8.c.1. and Chapter 3, Paragraph 14.r.
o
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
Section 7. TOUR SUMMARY
WD 07A. TOUR SUMMARY SHEET. WD 07A is a one-page document that provides a quick look at the
tours for each day. It can be posted on SharePoint and provided to the brow watch standers so they are
aware of departure times for particular tours. This helps with water taxis, questions from crew, etc. (See
example below.)

Be sure to sort the tour list by time of departure so the buses depart in order.
Although not part of MWR’s transportation, it helps to include COMREL projects into the document so
everyone has a comprehensive picture for the day’s events.
Scheduled sporting events?
o Date / Time confirmed
o Traffic concerns getting to event by scheduled time?
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
WD 07B. TOUR SUMMARY SHEET WITH CHAPERONES

WD 07B is used by some ships. The ship used the formula of one chaperone per 50 people as a guide to
determine how many chaperones were needed for each tour based on the maximum number of participants.

Section 8.
LIBERTY CALL! YOU MADE IT TO THE PORT VISIT
Put Tour Rosters in separate folders for each tour. Be sure the Tour Folder is easily identifiable.
Use WD 07A or WD 07B to sort them in departure order for each day. This ensures that the buses get
mustered and sent off in order.
o Have multiple copies of the roster for each tour on hand so MWR can retain a copy at the pier
and a minimum of one copy can go with each Chaperone.
Identify MWR Staff/RAB members who will be assisting with muster and send off. Ensure everyone
has a current trip/tour roster.
Muster individuals and assure all participants get on the correct bus for the correct tour.
Ensure that the chaperone or participant volunteer has ship recall numbers in case of emergency.
Address any special requirements/information for the tour. Do they need to have cash? Are there
any cultural expectations related to the outing?
After all trips/tours have departed for the day - Enjoy your Day! (Ensure you are able to be reached in
case of a tour emergency.)
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PORT VISIT RESOURCES
TOUR DOCUMENTS
PAYMENT FOR TRIPS/TOURS
On specified meeting day, obtain an invoice for all trips/tours from local MWR, USO or Tour Provider.
The RFC, RSO and/or Fun Boss reconcile the list and verify accuracy.
The designated person creates Purchase Order for invoice. Utilize ship's MWR purchasing procedures.
RFC writes the check and pays the vendor.
o If paying by check – confirm proper date entry.
 i.e. Most places overseas use Day/Month/Year. For example, 02/05/18 is May 2, 2018
not February 5, 2018. Banks at certain locations will not accept the check if it is
incorrect.
Retain receipt with records.

CONCLUSION OF PORT VISIT
Conduct after action report/survey and compile lessons learned.
o Annotate what worked well, what challenges you faced, etc.
o Many ship’s Strike Ops may ask for information from MWR to go in the MWR portion of the
After Action Port Visit message traffic as well.
Compile and file related port visit information to include tour descriptions, marketing materials,
forms, etc.
Share the information with your local DFSC office.
Metrics – Morale is a difficult thing to quantify. Metrics support MWR by showing usage numbers. Be
sure to provide the following for each port visit as this helps capture how many crew members are
benefitting from MWR dollars.
o Number of tours provided during each port visit
o Total number of participants for each tour
o Any port visit events executed during the port visit
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